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Introduction
In this paper, nonpolynomial quintic spline functions are applied to obtain a numerical solution of the following second order two-point boundary value problem y (2) 
subject to Neumann boundary conditions given by y (1) (a) − A 1 = y (1) 
where A i , i = 1, 2 are finite real constants. The functions f , g ∈ C [a, b] , the set of all continuous functions on the interval [a, b] . The analytic solution of (1) and (2) cannot be obtained for arbitrary choices of functions f (x) and g (x) . Such problems are known to arise in heat transfer and deflection in cables [1, 2] .
Al-Said [3] has solved the system of second-order boundary value problem of the type
with the Dirichlet boundary conditions u(a) = α 1 and u(b) = α 2 ,
assuming the continuity conditions of u and u ′ at c and d with f and g being continuous functions on [a, b] and [c, d] , respectively. Here the parameters r, α 1 , α 2 are finite real constants. In [3] , a cubic spline function was used to develop a numerical method for computing smooth approximations to the solution and its derivatives for the system of secondorder boundary-value problems of the type (3) subject to (4) . Khan and Aziz [4] , applied parametric cubic spline functions to develop a new numerical scheme to obtain smooth approximations to the solutions of (3) and (4) . Siraj-ul-Islam and Ikram Tirmizi [5] have applied nonpolynomial spline functions to devise a new numerical method for obtaining smooth approximations to the solution of (3) and (4). Arshad Khan [6] has obtained a uniformly convergent uniform mesh difference scheme using parametric cubic splines for the solution of the two-point boundary value problem with Dirichlet boundary conditions of the type
where f (x) and g(x) are in C [a, b] and a, b, α 0 , α 1 are arbitrary, real, finite constants. Such problems arise in the theory of deflection of plates and a number of other applications (see [6] for details). In general, it is difficult to obtain the analytical solution of (5) for arbitrary choices of functions f (x) and g(x). The standard numerical method for solving (5) consists of finite difference schemes outlined in [7] [8] [9] . Ramadan et al. [10] have used both polynomial and nonpolynomial spline functions to obtain approximate solutions for second order, two point boundary value problems subject to Neumann boundary conditions. Albasiny and Raghavarao [11, 12] solved a linear second order two-point boundary problem (3) subject to Dirichlet boundary conditions using cubic splines. Blue [13] solved this problem using quintic polynomial splines, while, Caglar et al. [14] solved the same problem using cubic B-splines. Zahra [15] has also solved this problem using quadratic polynomial splines at mid-knots.
In the present paper, we apply nonpolynomial spline functions with polynomial and trigonometric parts [16, 17] to obtain numerical solutions of a second-order differential equation. The spline functions used for the solution of the system (1) are nonpolynomial quintic splines [18] . The paper is organized as follows: in Section 2, we have discussed the Physical Description of the Differential Equations based on Heat Transfer; in Section 3, we have given a brief introduction of nonpolynomial quintic splines; in Section 4, we give a brief derivation of this nonpolynomial quintic spline, in Section 5; we present our numerical method for the solution of the boundary-value problems; in Section 6, numerical evidences are included to compare and demonstrate the efficiency of the method used in this paper. Finally, in Section 7, we show that our algorithm performs better than the known methods like collocation, finite difference and polynomial spline methods and in Section 8, we make some remarks based on our investigation.
Physical description of the differential equations based on heat transfer
The problem of finding the time required for a trunnion to cool down in a refrigerated chamber requires the solution of certain differential equations associated with the model given in [1, 2] . It is assumed that the internal conduction in the trunnion is such that the temperature throughout the trunnion is uniform. This allows us to make the assumption that the temperature is only a function of time and not of the position in the trunnion. This means that if a differential equation governs this physical problem, it would be an ordinary differential equation for a lumped system and a partial differential equation for a non-lumped system. We know from the heat transfer theory that the system considered for this purpose can be lumped or non-lumped. In simplistic terms, this distinction is based on the material, geometry, and heat exchange factors of the ball with its surroundings.
In the study of heat transfer, problems of the deflection of plates and in a number of other scientific applications, we encounter a system of differential equations of different orders with different types of boundary conditions. Many problems are formulated mathematically as boundary value problems for second order differential equations as in heat transfer and deflection in cables. In this paper we consider a lumped system forming an ordinary differential equation with Neumann boundary conditions.
Nonpolynomial quintic spline
Throughout the paper, let a = x 0 < x 1 < · · · < x n−1 < x n = b. Each x j , j = 0, 1, . . . , n, is called a knot for the spline function which we shall use.
To be able to deal effectively with such problems we introduce 'spline functions' containing a parameter. These are 'nonpolynomial splines' defined in each subinterval of the domain of definition of the solution. The arbitrary constants are chosen to satisfy certain smoothness conditions at the joints. These 'splines' belong to the class C 2 [a, b] and reduce to polynomial splines when the parameter τ → 0. The exact form of the spline depends upon the manner in which the parameter is introduced. In this paper, we have studied parametric spline functions: spline under compression, spline under tension and adaptive spline.
at the mesh points {x j }, j = 0, 1, . . . , n, depends on a parameter τ and reduces to ordinary quintic spline S △ (x) in [a, b] as τ → 0 is termed as a parametric quintic spline function. Three parametric quintic splines can be derived from polynomial quintic splines by introducing the parameter τ in three different ways. They are referred to as 'parametric quintic spline-I', 'parametric quintic spline-II' and 'adaptive quintic spline'.
The spline function we propose to use in this paper has the following form
This is evident when correlation between polynomial and nonpolynomial splines basis is investigated in the following manner:
} where τ is the frequency of the trigonometric part of the spline function which can be real or purely imaginary and which is used to increase the accuracy of the method. This approach has the advantage over the finite difference methods in the sense that it provides a continuous approximation to not only y(x), but also to y ′ , y ′′ and higher derivatives.
Nonpolynomial quintic spline solution (derivation of the method)
Without loss of generality, the knots c and d may be taken as
. To develop the numerical method for approximating solution of a differential equation (1), we consider a uniform mesh △ with nodal points
[a, b] which interpolates y(x) at the mesh points x i , i = 0, 1, 2, . . . , N, depends on a parameter τ , and reduces to ordinary quintic spline S △ (x) in [a, b] as τ → 0.
For each segment [x i , x i+1 ], i = 0, 1, 2, . . . , N − 1, the nonpolynomial S △ (x) is defined by
where a i , b i , c i , d i , e i and f i are constants and τ is an arbitrary parameter.
Let y i be an approximation of y(x i ), obtained by the segment S △ (x) of the mixed splines function passing through the points (x i , y i ) and (x i+1 , y i+1 ), to obtain the necessary conditions for the coefficients introduced in (3), we not only require that S △ (x) interpolates x i and x i+1 , but also has continuous first derivative at the common nodes (x i , y i ).
To derive an expression for the coefficients of (6) in terms of y i , y i+1 , M i , M i+1 , F i and F i+1 we first denote:
From algebraic manipulation, we get the following expression:
where θ = τ h and i = 0, 1, 2, . . . , N − 1. We may write (1) in the discrete form as
Using the continuity of the first and second derivatives at (
obtain the following relations:
The operator ∧ is defined by
+ sw i for any function w evaluated at the mesh points. Then we have the following relations connecting y and its derivatives:
where p = α 1 + α 6 ,
Description of the method and development of boundary conditions
At the mesh point x i the proposed differential equation (1) may be discretized by
where
Using the spline relation (11)(i), in (12) we have
To obtain a unique solution we need two more equations to be associated with (13) so that we use the following boundary conditions:
(a) To obtain the second-order boundary formula we define:
(b) To obtain the fourth-order boundary formula we define:
using Eq. (1) we have
By expanding (13) in Taylor series about x i , we obtain the following local truncation error: , gives T i = O(h 6 ).
Numerical example
We now consider two numerical examples illustrating the comparative performance of the nonpolynomial quintic algorithm over the nonpolynomial quadratic spline method.
Example 1. Consider the boundary value problem
y (2) 
Subject to y (1) The analytic solution of (17) is (1) sin (1) sin(x) − 1.
Example 2. Consider the boundary value problem
Subject to y (1) (0) = −1, y (1) (1) = 2 sin(1).
(20)
The analytic solution of (19) is
Nonpolynomial quintic spline solution of Example 1
We compare our approximate solutions (for second order) approximate solutions by the method of Ramadan et al. and the exact solutions in Table 1 . We also compute the maximum observed errors in absolute values for Example 1.
Next, we compare our approximate solutions (for fourth order) approximate solutions of the method of Ramadan et al. and exact solutions in Table 2 . We also calculate the maximum observed errors in absolute values for Example 1.
Nonpolynomial quintic spline solution of Example 2
Next, we repeat the same things for Example 2 and mention the results in Table 3 . We next use our approximate solutions for (fourth order) and repeat Example 2 (see Table 4 ).
Graphical representation of results
The difference between the approximate values obtained by our algorithms, by Ramadan 
Discussion and conclusion
In this paper we used a nonpolynomial quintic spline function to develop a numerical algorithm for solving second order boundary value problems associated with heat transfer. The result obtained by our algorithm is better than that obtained by a nonpolynomial quadratic spline as compared in Tables 1-4 . The present method outlined here is competitive with other methods like collocation, finite difference and polynomial spline methods. Not only does algorithm yield better approximating solutions, but it also reduces the cost of computation in comparison to other procedures.
